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Check out forum [page 4]
this week's Falcon Screech. And before you do
anything crazy get it off your chest by submitting
your own screech at b9vi6WS.COm

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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Day celebrates
the words of
King
Martn Luther King Jr, led
an extraordinary life

FOLLOWING A

DREAM,
DEDICATED

working to change
society to make life

TO SERVICE

better says columnist
Patrick Saunders

Students, faculty and staff
come together for a day of
volunteering
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Taking a page
from the baby
boomer book

By B*cky T«n«r

Our generation has the

Campus Editor

most freedom in their
style choices, but that's
not to say our parents
didn't know how to party
says Mike Thurau
| Page 4

Track falls in
season opener
Despite a first place
finish by Jeanette
Pettigrew, the BG track
team struggled in the
BG Invitational placing
fifth out of ten teams

| Page 6

Tennis plays
duel matches
After traveling to
Kentucky over the
weekend, the women's
tennis team beat
Morehead State, but
lost to the University of
Louisville | Page 6

Kent State out
in a flash

More than 46 years ago, Martin Luther
King Jr. changed the world with his "I
Havea Dream" speech. Yesterday, in honor
of King and his life dedicated to serving,
about 300 students, faculty and staff worked
toward King's philosophy that "everybody
can be great because everybody can serve."
Martin Luther King Jr. Day of Service
Challenge, hosted by the Office of Service
Learning and the Civic Action Leaders, provided students with opportunities to
serve the community. Volunteers, students, faculty and staff clocked in hundreds of hours of service.
Sophomore Elly Sankovich, who was
knitting for Warm Up BG, said she
decided to volunteer for the Day of
Service Challenge because she thought
participating would be the best way to
spend her day off.
"Today is an important day," she
said. "So instead of sleeping in, I
thought I could do something that
benefited and helped someone else."
Paul Valdez, assistant director of
the Civic Action Leaders program,
said the Day of Service Challenge was
based on a nationwide effort to serve
on Martin Luther King Jr. Day and to
kick off the University's Centennial
goal to meet one million hours of
service.
Valdez said each participant was
See SERVICE | Page 2

Both the women's
and men's basketball
teams defeated the
Golden Flashes in MidAmerican Conference
games | Page 6t

Many of the campus changes outlined in the University
master plan are scheduled to
begin this year and finish next
year.
Two sites have been chosen
Joe
for two new residence halls.
Oravecz
The site north of Offenhauer
Vice president of
Towers is slated to hold a suitestudent affairs
style hall primarily geared
toward upper-classmen. A second residence hall will be in
the space occupied by Rodgers
Quadrangle and the Phi Kappa Hall and Unit G in the Conklin
Tau and Sigma Phi Epsilon fra- Quadrangle. Members also had
ternity houses. That residence the option to move off campus.
Griffel said the University is
hall will be double rooms and
primarily geared toward fresh- working to find the fraternity
members permanent housing.
men.
"Fraternities are much more
Michael Griffel, the director
of residence life, said the focus than houses and buildings, but
on both younger and older stu- the right building can foster a
strong community." he said.
dents was planned.
The two fraternities held clos"It's to attract students to the
University and it's to retain stu- ing ceremonies for their houses
dents at the University," Griffel last Saturday and demolition of
said. "It's very intentional that the houses and Rodgers Quad
we're focusing on freshmen is scheduled for Pebruary. said
and sophomores."
The two fraternities who
See PLAN | Page 2
had to move out of their houses are moving into Pounders

n

Cheerleading team places
5th in national competition
By Ryan Bort
Reporter

^

Headinginto Saturday's National
Championships in Orlando, Fla.,
the University's cheerleading
team was ranked sixth coming
into what was definitely their
biggest competition of the year.
When everything was said and
done, the team proved they were
even better than that sixth place
ranking, as they finished in fifth
place.
"This competition is about hitting everything you do, being
clean, and being in unison,"
Senior Andy Gibson said. "We
only had one little bobble in the
finals, so I think we definitely
saved our best for last."
Hofstra University won the
championship with Sacramento
State, Oklahoma and the
University of South Alabama
finishing in second, third
and fourth respectively. The
University's team finished just
1.8 points behind 4th place and
beat the University of Louisiana
at Monroe. The University of

"I'm extremely proud
of my teammates and
coaches and the hard
work we've done."
Andy Gibson | Senior

Louisiana at Monroe was ranked
second before the competition
and had an all-expenses-paid
bid for the Championships. The
University's team came home
with a fifth-place trophy and
according to head coach Anne
Marie King, put the program in
a great spot for the future.
According to King, despite setting high goals for themselves,
the team surpassed every goal
they had set for the year.
"We set high standards and
worked really hard all year," King
said. "They performed really
well and went above and beyond
anything we had initially set out
See NATIONALS | Page 2

Graduate's research sheds light
on child language disorders
$10,000 grant funds further research on how
poverty affects language development
By Justin Onilow
Reporter

What is your dream?

HAILEY BOWER
Freshman. Asian Studies
"Not fail out of
college."
| Page 4

k

HEAVY LIFTING: Charles Dent (left) and David Simon
(right) carry a table collected for donation at the United
Christian Fellowship building located on Thursin Avenue.
For more Day of Service Challenge photos see page 10

With the spring semester under
way, many University students
are looking ahead to graduation
and the challenges of life beyond
college. For some, starting a family may be a priority.
University doctoral student
Emily Rusnak is doing research
that those students might find
helpful.
Rusnak recently received a
$10,000 grant from the American
Speech-Language-Hearing

foundation for her dissertation research of socioeconomic
effects on child language development — research Rusnak feels
could help students who maysoon become parents.
According to Rusnak, the quality and quantity of information
provided to children has a large
effect on the learning and language development of children
later in life. Rusnak's
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BLOTTER

East Court and North Mam streets.

FRIDAY. JAN. 15

1:50 A.M.
Lucas Marquardt. 20, of
Westerville. Ohio, was arrested for
underage under the influence of
alcohol within the 100th block of N.
Prospect St.

12:03 A.M.
Jason Herrera. 18. of Avon Lake,
Ohio, was cited for underage pos,- session of alcohol within the 500th
', block of Ridge St.

i 1:18 A.M.
; Cyrus Sharif. 20. of Mentor. Ohio,
i was cited for prohibited acts and
underage under the influence at
Uptown/Downtown.

2:14 A.M.
;; Seth Oswald. 21, of Maumee. was
• cited for assault at 149 North.

2:41 AM.
■ Kyle Meyer. 25. of Toledo, was cited
• for disorderly conduct fighting at
'TacoBell.

3:35 A.M.
Patricia Cardenas. 43. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for domestic
violence within the 300th block of
Leroy Ave.

11:15 P.M.
Jaron Arriove. 19. of Euclid. Ohio.
was cited for underage possession of alcohol; Evan Gerety. 19. and
Richard Lopez. 20. both of Bowling
Green, were cited for nuisance party
within the 900th block of Klotz
Road.

11:54 P.M.
Marissa Benschoter. 19. of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage possession of alcohol within the 200th
block of S. Summit St.

SATURDAY. JAN.
16
12:05 A.M.
Residents within the 900th block of
E. Wooster St. was warned for disorderly conduct/loud music.
12:23 A.M.
Margaret Lanigan. 22. of
Chesterland. Ohio, was cited for
open container of alcohol within the
100th block of E. Court St.

1:17 A.M.
Patrick Cordes. 22. of Deshler, Ohio,
was arrested for disorderly conduct
urinating in Lot 4.

1:19 A.M.
Grant Wasserman. 19. of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage possession of alcohol on the corner of

1:56 A.M.
Lindsey Johnson, 19. of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage
under the influence of alcohol
within the 100th block of W. Court
St.

2:17 A.M.
Lee Kuns. 21, of Castalia, Ohio,
was cited for littering in public on
the corners of East Wooster and
South Prospect streets.

11:40 P.M.
Andrew Nardella. 18. of Columbus,
was arrested for underage under
the influence of alcohol on the
corners of North Prospect St. and
East Reed Avenue.

11:42 P.M.
Garrett Brooks, 19, of Arlington,
Ohio was arrested for criminal
trespass and underage under the
influence of alcohol and Branden
Kindell. 19. of Brookville, Ohio, was
arrested for underage under the
influence of alcohol within the
200th block of E. Reed St. '

SUNDAY JAN. 17
12:12 A.M.
Christopher Allen. 21, of North
Olmsted. Ohio, and Tyler Rahn. 21.
of Monclova. Ohio, were arrested
for possession of drugs and Arlo
Whitaker, 20. of Maumee, was
arrested for tampering with evidence and possession of drugs
within the 300th block of E. Reed
Ave.

12:17 A.M.
Tyler Crom. 19, of Bowling Green,
was cited for underage possession
of alcohol and Kimberly Donnelly,
21. of Bowling Green, was cited
for nuisance party within the 100th
block of Georgia Ave.

12:25 A.M.
Jeremy Daleska, 31. of Rossford,
was cited for open container of
alcohol within the 300th block of
N. Church St.

12:49 A.M.
Sabrina Sullivan. 22, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct/urinating within the 400th
block of E. Wooster St

Preferred
Properties Co.

-^L

1:13 A.M.
Aaron Betz, 20, Samuel Carnzalez,
20, and Tyler Gombash. 19. all of
Bowling Green, were cited for disorderly conduct within the 900th
block of Thurstin Ave.

1:43 A.M.
Alan Binsack. 23. of Fremont, Ohio.
was cited for open container of
alcohol within thelOOth block of N.
Main St.
2:10 A.M.
Corey Roark, 20. of Dayton, was
arrested for obstructing official
business and underage under
the influence of alcohol and
Christopher Roark, 21, was arrested
for disorderly conduct/fighting and
resisting arrest within the 300th
block of E. Wooster St.

2:55 A.M.
Derick Curry, 21. of Findlay. was
arrested for disorderly conduct and
Duncan Hall. 20, of Hudson, Ohio.
was cited for disorderly conduct
within the 20Oth block of N. Main
St

4:37 A.M.
Matthew Wulff, 21, of Alexandria.
Va.. was cited for unable to care for
self and disorderly conduct within
the 500th block of Ridge St.

6:36 A.M.
Matthew Clark. 22. of Genoa.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct within the 700th block of
Fourth St.

7:02 A.M.
Christopher Austin, 21, and
Marvetta Hall, 21. both of
Cleveland, were cited for disorderly conduct/fighting within the
600th block of Frazee Ave.

7:14 A.M.
Dakota Piechowski. 23. of
Temperance. Mich., was arrested
for disorderly conduct with persistence at Wood County Hospital

7:17 P.M.
Resident warned for loud music
within 400th block of E. Napoleon.

11:05 P.M.
James E. Cole II, 18, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct/nuisance party, underage
possession of alcohol, and providing a place for underage consumption within the 200th block of State
Ave.

11:08 P.M.
Jonathan Palaskas, 19. of

nr.rna
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Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies •
Houses

CALL TODAY!
419-352-6064
or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing
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2010-2011 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available
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Now Renting
2009-2010
School Year

-3
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These houses won't
last long!

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-4:30
'
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530S. MapleSt.

FROBOSE RENTALS

418-352-9378

5001 ehman Av» Bf.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

SERVICE
From Page l

11:18 P.M.
Robert Jablonski. 19, of Swanton.
Ohio, was cited for underage under
the influence of alcohol.

MONDAY JAN. 18
12:08 A.M.
Individual was observed carrying a
bike tire he took from someone's
front yard, he was instructed to
return it and warned for disorderly
conduct.
12:14 A.M.
Vincent A. Meloni. 20. of
Rochester, NY. and Bradley Moss,
of Bowling Green, were arrested
for underage under the influence
of alcohol; Adam Farley. 22. and
Tyler Thompson. 22. all of Bowling
Green, were cited.for disorderly
conduct/nuisance party within
300th block of N. Main St.
12:54 A.M.
Andrea Fehl. 19, of Delaware. Ohio.
was cited for underage under the
influence of alcohol at Kamikazes.
1:33 A.M.
Tyler Brooks. 21. of Hamler, Ohio,
was cited for open container at
Kamikazes.
2:31 AM
Drew Campbell. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly •
conduct (public urination) at
Howards Club H.
2:35 A.M.
Marc D Moyer. 21. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct/unable to care for oneself
on the corner of East Wooster and
North Summit streets.
2:43 A.M.
Complainant reported that her
black clutch purse, containing $26.
was stolen while she was at Taco
Bell.

3.46 A.M.
Mackenzie Dorton, 21, and Michael
Masterson, 22. both of Bowling
Green, were cited for nuisance
party and failure to maintain a litterfree premise after throwing bottles
on to Wooster Street within the
900th block of E. Wooster St.;
empty beer bottles, cans, and trash
were strewn about the front lawn
and porch.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

NATIONALS
From Page 1
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Whitehouse. Ohio, was arrested for
underage possession of alcohol.
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to do."
Their goal going into the
National Championships was to
make it to the finals. Once they
did that, King said she asked her
team not to be complacent and
to continue to work hard. The
team did and was able to come
away with a high place, something King attributes to their
senior leadership.
The team attributes much of
the year's success to that senior
leadership and experience. The
team has eight seniors on the
competition squad who have
been leading them all year,
"I think that's what brought
our team together," King said.
"Having eight seniors and their
experience in the last few years
helped us a lot. They led by
demonstrating and 1 think the

put in a group and given a packet
containing information about
a site that needed help. The
group then brainstormed how
to achieve their challenge, help
their site, and pay for supplies
with project money from outside
sponsors.
"This makes it more of a
thoughtful process ... and by
the end of the day you have this
end product and you've learned
about the agency that you
worked with," Valdez said.
He said the connection students nuicli' yesterday with their
site will hopefully continue
throughout the year.
"This is kind of a catalyst for
educating the campus community to what kind of services are
out there," he said. "We hope
students and staff will continue
to serve throughout their time
hereatBGSU."
Eric Scott, stewardship staff at
the Wood County District Parks,
said he had about 20 volunteers
working for him. Scott said he
decided to participate this year
because he had a good experience last year.
"It's a great event that really
shows that these kids are committed and they can make a differencein the community," Scott
said.
The volunteers at his site
worked on building propagation
tables for new plants and picnic
tables for families to use.
Scott said the volunteers help

PUN

the parks system out a lot and
he appreciated the worktheydid
for him.
"Because we are an agency,
people don't get the opportunity
to see how things work, like running a green house or how we
make the parks look good. This
gives us the opportunity to do
that," he said.
Sophomore Eliza Barnette
said the Civic Action Leaders
have been working on the Day
of Service Challenge for about
a year. She said she was really
happy to see how well the day
came together.
"Today, it feels great to
finally be here," she said.
"Hopefully, today will encourage people to continue to
serve."

SITES FOR SERVICE
Behavioral Connections- Victim
Services
8GSU Sustainability
Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce
Bowling Green Teen Central
Cocoon Shelter
Downtown BG
Habitat for Humanity of Wood

County
Jordan Family Center
Northwest Community Center
Northwest Community
Correctional Center
St. Thomas More
UCF
Warm Up BG
Wood County Historical Center
Wood County Park District
Wood Lane

Steve Krakoff, associate vice
president of Capital Planning
and Design.
The target completion date
for the two new residence
halls is fall 20ll.
Krakoff said in addition to
the residence halls, upgrades
to dining'facilities on campus
will begin.
One of the main focuses is Commons Dining, in
McDonald Hall. Krakoff said
the dining hall in McDonald
will be renovated and moved
to the southwest corner.
Demolition of the western
leg of McDonald may happen
this summer, but the schedule
hasn't been finalized. Krakoff
said the goal was to finish the
dining renovations on the
same 2011 timeline as the two
new residence halls.
Krakoff said once construction for these changes is
underway, the next step of the

master plan is to look at reconfiguring academic space.
"Academic space is right at
the top of the list of things
we need to look at," he said.
"That is every bit as important
as residence life and dining
services."
In addition to academic
space, parking and campus
entrances will be investigated.
Krakoff said reviews will be
conducted on how the overall
campus is laid out.
"(It's importantl those
aspects of campus that need
improvement be identified,"
he said.
Joe Oravecz, the vice president of Student Affairs, said
while the changes on campus
are planned to occur relatively
quickly, the construction will
ultimately benefit students.
"We have a window of opportunity for an aggressive construction phase," Oravecz
said. "I know whenever there's
construction on campuses, it
gives a sense of 'new things
are coming.'.'1

younger members really followed them."
One of those leaders is senior
Nikki Harris.
"They always say Disney is the
most magical place on earth,"
Harris said. "And I'm not sure if
it was the environment or just
us coming together, but we definitely did the best we've ever
done."
To Harris this fifth place is
about more than just a national
ranking. Harris sees it as something much bigger than a personal accomplishment, but a
step forward for her sport.
"I think it sheds a new light on
what our team is about, on our
ability and on cheerleading in
general," Harris said. "It shows
that we've really worked hard
all week and all year and it
paid off."
In addition to all this.Harris
also sees this performance and
experience as a stepping-stone

for the future. It will help the
team with recruiting, it puts
their name up there with some
of the most elite teams in the
country, and gives the team a
new level of confidence.
"We have two freshmen on
the competition team," Harris
said. "I think in this experience we pushed through so
much and still did what we did,
they know that we can get better from here. Now they know
that we have the ability to do
that."
With the future of the program looking great and the
team excited about the accomplishments they have made.
Gibson could not be more
proud of his team.
"I'm extremely proud of my
teammates and coaches and
the hard work we've done,"
Gibson said. "Its great to bring
back a piece of hardware to
show off our hard work."
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HILLSDALE
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES
$1,500.00 OFF THE RENT
ON 12 MONTH LEASES!!!!

Hurry in!
Apartments
Going Fast!

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •
Taking Applications Mow!
Going Fasti

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

T

** You MUST bring this add Into our office at the time
of signing the RESERVATION AGREEMENT for this
promotion to be honored.

•

• On BGSU Shuttle Route
Up To 5 People at NO Extra Charge
• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance

LIMITED TIME REMAINING!!
$800.00 Market Rate
$675.00 With Discount
1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH
(419)353-5800
www.meccaba.com
infoffimeccabacom

Management Inc.

k

CAMPUS

AT BGNEWS.COM: log on to the
Web 'or a video about the Gospel
Choirs performance in the Union this
ueeVend
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CELEBRATING A DREAM
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From the age of thirty, humans
gradually begin to shrink in size.
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HYMH: Bowling Green Gospel Choir performs a hymn at "The Dream Are We There Yet " event in honor of Martin Luther King Jr Day Monday
evening in the Union ballroom. The event was sponsored by The Black Student Union. Alpha Phi Alpha and Black Intellects Group Presents.
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From Page 1
studies have also shown that
socioeconomic factors such as
income level affect many features of child interaction.
"Students that are in college
right now are getting the benefit of
a really varied educational experience," Rusnak said. "Kducation
is one of the three main areas
that we look at for socioeconomic
status."
Rusnak's research also suggests parents in higher-income
families use about four million
more words around their children by age three than parents
in low-income households do. If
students are made aware of this
now, they may be able to use that
information in the future when
raising children. Rusnak said.
Rusnak became interested in
studying socioeconomic issues
in child development when she
worked as an early interventionist, someone who works with parents who believe their child may
have a learning disability. Rusnak
encountered many situations in
which parents suspected their
child had a learning or language
delay. Rusnak also worked with
students in a school district in
Michigan.

"We saw children that didn't
quite quality' for speech and language services, but still had significant needs related to language,"
Rusnak said. "It really bothered
me. It seemed like a disservice to
these families."
Rusnak's current research is
focused on finding reasons for
language development problems
and creating solutions.
"Our field really does have a provision for prevention of language
learning difficulties." Rusnak
said.
Sophomore Tony Hernandez
Jr. has two young children and
understands the importance of
what Rusnak is researching.
"Learning has to start from the
ground up, and I know the way
I communicate with my kids
will affect how they develop,"
I Icrnandez said. "It's all related in
parenting."
Rusnak believes that communication and language development is impacted by socioeconomic status, and researching
this relationship is a good way to
raise awareness of the situation
and help those who are currently
raising children or hope to in the

future.
According to National Poverty
Center statistics, children make
up about 35 percent of the poor
population in the United States.

Because poverty is having such
an alarmingly impact on children,
Rusnak feels this is a good time to
study how poverty affects the language development of children.
"It's an unfortunately good time
to be looking at this based on the
economic situation that we're in,"
Rusnak said.
Rusnak's research is still in
the preliminary stages, but she
hopes to "scale up" her research
and learn more about the mechanisms related to "socioeconomic
status, parenting factors and child
development outcome."
"It's
stimulating
research,"
Rusnak said. "I'd obviously like
my research to work so it works for
families and also stimulates some
discussion in my field.

The brothers and 1500+ alumni of

Sigma Phi Epsilon
would like to express our sincere appreciation
to everyone on the BGSU campus for their support
and encouragement during the
past two months.
Last weekend, life-long friends flew to
Bowling Green from Seattle, from Florida and
many points in between to bid farewell to the home
we have known for 50 years.

FRUGAL

FALCON$

This year, we celebrate our 60th anniversary
at BGSU. Sigma Phi Epsilon will continue to provide
leadership and camaraderie through our
Balanced Man philosophy for college-aged men.

10 Financial Resolutions
for the New Year

5

5. Make Money Doing
What You Love
(Find a way to turn your
passions and hobbies
into profit)

Brought to you by:

Forget the High
Heat Bits

STUDKIYI MONEY
BGSU.
419)71 2252

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL
•i<-CREDIT UNION

♦^Healthy
^©WEIGHT WEEK*'
Education. Action. Wellness.
JAN. 19 • JAN. 22

Calendar of Events
Wednesday

Tuesday
Lunch with a Dietiti.in

Friday

Thursday

Brown Bag Lunch Presentation i Recreation Center Preview Day

11:30am- 1:30pm @

1200- 1:00pm @ BTSU 306

12:30pm @ Sundial

- Resorvect Eoung Healthfully in

- Free lunch for the first

the New Year

15 students/faculty/staff
who sign up at
www.dinooncampuicom/BGSU

ChefTable Demonstration
McDonald (upper level)

- Free Preview day open to
students and staff for all group
frtre-.s classes

- Healthy Twist

OP

oC

Dish

Register to win a free Spring
exercise (-

Meal Deals: Only a Penny Per Calorie!
Available at McDonald, Kreischer Sundial, and Founders
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Honey Hoisin Pork
Tendclo:n & Garlic
Sizzled Mushrooms
2.09

Herb & Garlic Chicken
. .& Dijon Roasted
Potatoes
2.96

Tilapia with
Parsley Sauce &
Rice Pilaf
2.58

Lemon Mint Bulgur
Risotto with Garlic Shrimp
& Stemmed Green Beans
3.88

Rental Office: 419/352-9135
400 E Napoleon Rd I Bowling Green, OH 43402

ng SrndVn: Rocir.ition Center .lndWolln^sv Student Health Centei. WellAw.iro and iho Dietaries
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"Today is an important day. So instead of sleeping in. I thought I could do
something that benefited and helped someone else."
- Sophomore Elly Sanlcovich on being active on Martin Luther King Jr. Day [see story, p. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is your dream?
"Go to heaven"

"Write a best-seller."

"Go to law school at

"Climb Mount

and make sure there's

Everest"

&

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

justice in the world."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or
ANTONK) SMITH.

Sophomore.
Bio Chemistry

CURTIS DOSTER.
Sophomore,
Economics.

CASSONMA NEWMAN.
Freshman,
Creative Writing

KRISGAITAN.
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Economics, environmentalism should go
hand in hand when fixing energy problems
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FALCON SCREECH
Dear S8X front counter cashier working at 1 p.m. Sunday.
Why do you feel the need to talk on the phone while "working"?
I'm VERY sorry that I decided to purchase a textbook at your
store. I know you were very annoyed by me. especially since you
said "hang on" to your friend on the other line as if someone was
very rudely interrupting you. Just so you know, anyone "interrupting" you while on the clock is also helping you earn a paycheck.
I hope you never work with people as a real career, because you

In June 2008, T. Boone Plckens
unveiled a new energy program involving wind turbines
in the Midwest to generate
electricity.
He proposed private industry would pay for and build
thousandsof wind turbines to
be located in the Texas panhandle and adjacent areas.
This massive wind farm was
to provide 20 percent or more
of our electricity needs.
Government would pay for
the lines connecting the wind
farm to the power grid, providing power to the Midwest.
South and Western regions of
the country.
The natural gas saved from
not being used to fire power
plants would be used instead
as vehicle fuel. By using natural gas instead of foreign
petroleum, our energy dependence on foreign oil would be
reduced.
You may remember TV

commercials
featuring
Pickens extolling the merits
of the plan. He announced
he would spend $58 million
promoting it.
To be sure, his plans had
both critics and admirers.
Some pointed to the fact that
Pickens was heavily invested in wind farms and has
been soliciting government
tax credits and other subsidies. On the other hand,
the Sierra club and New York
mayor Michael Bloomberg
supported the plan.
Pickens initially ordered $2
billion worth of wind turbines
from General Electric. He was
able to do that since his estimated wealth was approximately S3 billion and Forbes
magazine rated him the 117th
richest person in America.
But, a funny thing happened on the way to wind
farm nirvana: reaiity set in,
taking the form of falling natural gas prices and the falling
economy.
In a conference call earlier
this month, Pickens said his
proposal was "off the table."
He's already renegotiated his
wind turbine order with GE

and will take delivery on 332
turbines, rather than the 667
per the original order, according to the Wall Street Journal.
It seems the rule of thumb
in business is that wind farms
are-not economically feasible
if the price of natural gas falls
below $6 per British thermal
unit. Recent natural gas prices have been hovering in the
$5.73 range.
The late Paul Samuelson,
the first Nobel-prize winning
American economist, wrote
an introductory textbook that
has gone through 19 editions
and sold 4 million copies.
Nearly everyone in my generation who took economics as
an undergraduate can recall
the text.
Samuelson was a gifted
writer, and in one his famous
passages he declares a parrot can be taught to become
an economist: the only words
the parrot needs to learn are
"supply" and "demand."
Pickens has evidently recognized this truth. For no
matter how much we may
want a clean, green planet,
nothing will happen until
the truths of economics are

reckoned with and honored.
Economics involves, at the
very bottom, two vital, yet
often-overlooked concepts:
scarcity and incentives. If
there's no demand for recycled paper, it ends up in a
warehouse. If no one wants
recycled glass, it remains in
storage or is uncollected. And,
if the price of natural gas falls
below the cost of generating
electricity, we'll continue to
use power generated from
gas-fired plants.
Cynics might point to
the Pickens plan as merely
another of the idealistic but
impractical plans that are
unveiled from time to time.
Supporters may well be disappointed that his plan didn't
reach fruition. But everyone
should acknowledge and
respect the fundamental
economic forces that impact
humans the world over,
regardless of wealth, political
system or location. We ignore
them at our peril.
Respond to Phil at
Ihenews @bgnews. com

will most likely suck at it.
Passive aggressively.
-GREG
To Grounds for Thought:
Why can I no longer plug my computer into your valuable
outlets? I enjoyed doing my papers, sipping coffee and talking
with friends. But now we no longer have anywhere to plug in
our computers. Please explain to me why you have taken away

Generation Y can be
inspired by Boomers'

King's words still
prevalent today

the outlets. I've been to your establishment for most of the past
week and I've noticed a great decline in the number of customers. I believe this to be related to the no outlet issue. As someone
who doesn't have Internet in my apartment. I no longer have
anywhere to go. Fix it.
-DISGRUNTLED CUSTOMER
Dear Bum sleeping in the Union.
When did this place become a hotel? You sleep across couches
that leave me nowhere to sit and what's worse is I have to listen
to you snore. Sometimes you even show up at 7:30 a.m. just to
go back to sleep. Your apartment wasn't getting the job done for
you? Most of the time you sleep during the middle of the day:
don't you have anything better to do? How do you think it looks
to visitors to see you sleeping? Don't you worry that someone is
going to steal yout stuff sitting on the ground next to you while
you are sleeping? So how about you don't embarrass yourself
anymore and just stay at home and sleep. You literally look like a
bum!
-THAT GUY
Slow walkers are the bane of my existence. Nothing irks me more
than having to walk really slow, so please step aside. Make a path
for those of us with real places to go and things to do.
-SPEEDY WALKER
Proper Etiquette at the Sundial is essential for employees who
work there. DO NOT I repeat DO NOT talk on your cell phone
when your about to order from me and then snap something like
"I'll order when I'm ready" when i ask if 1 can help you.
-DISGRUNTLED WORKER

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnewsxom.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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GINAPOTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Yesterday, we gathered together
again to pay our annual homage
to a great man whose life dedicated to lifting up the lives of others
is still an inspiration to us today
— Martin Luther King. |r.
On Martin Luther King Day,
politicians and other notables
give speeches about King and his
words. Of course, the most cited
are those from the 1963 speech
given in Washington. H.C., on
the Mall, his "I I lave a Dream"
speech. The one thing he was
able to do in his lifetime was
dominate the national conversation by talking frankly about
injustice in our society. This conversation was a constant source
of irritation to those in power in
this country.
This in 11,Hum caused King to
be surveilled by the FBI as the
power structure tried to discredit his ideas by exposing flaws
in his very human makeup. I le
was called a Communist, in the
effort todiscredit him with mainstream white society, whose
consciences were pricked by his
calls for justice and freedom in a
society supposedly constructed
on a foundation made up of

ts

those principles.
For me it is interesting that
on the day set aside to honor
him, most folks don't talk about
King, who demanded significant
and revolutionary change and
was murdered five years later. Is
this on purpose, to not change
the conversation in our country,
because the social and economicills of King's time have been so
amplified in the present?
The Martin King of Aug. 28,
1969 and April 4, 1968 (the day
King was assassinated) was a
different person in the way he
looked at how society could be
made a better place. In 1963,
King talked about a world where
children, black and white, played
together to be created by the
actions of lawmakers. On the
day he was murdered, King had
moved to the point where he
knew there had to be a major
redistribution of the wealth in
our nation in order for there to be
true equality.
He and others had struggled to
see the 1964 Civil Rights Act and
the 1965 Voting Rights Act, but
came to understand these laws
would do nothing to correct the
basic economic inequities experienced by millions of all colors
> and caused by a spiritual corruptness from the war mentality.
SeeSAUHDERS|PageS
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Abbie Hoffman, the hippie
king of the 60s and 70s, once
said, "Don't trust anyone over
30." If he were still alive today,
Hoffman would be 73 years
old. One has to wonder if Abbie
would be able to trust himself
— he did kill himself at age 52.
When Hoffman said this,
America was in a period of
cultural turmoil and people
were Anally starting to free
themselves from some of the
old traditions and stereotypes that shaped much of
the thinking of previous generations. This was the generation that planted the seeds
of recreational pot smoking,
invented tie-dye, won the
sexual revolution and laid the
foundation for today's counter-cultural values, fashion
and music.
Baby boomers lived in a
world of economic prosperity
and unprecedented freedom of
expression. This was the generation that suffered to bring the
first voting rights to blacks and
later other minorities. They got
women out of the kitchen and
into the workplace. They gave

us the Beatles, Led Zeppelin,
The Ramones and so much
more.
And for that, I'd like to say
"Thank you, baby boomers."
Thank you for making this
possible. If you hadn't been
there to break down those walls
and shake up society, we might
still be stuck in the same old
ossified America you rebelled
against. Or perhaps, we'd just
have to do it ourselves.
Our generation is more free
to pursue its own individual
desires and interests than
any previous generation, and
believe me, we do. Sure, you'll
still bump into an old timer
who scoffs at your hair cut,
or complains about the music
being too loud, but for the most
part it's good to be young.
I know they might not seem
like it now, but our parents' (or
for some of us grandparents')
generation threw one hell of
a party. But as we college students know all too well, every
party has its hangover and a
hangover is exactly the metaphor I would use to describe
the America our generation is
growing up in.
Decades of financial deregulation and corporate cronyism
created tremendous wealth in

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to then«ws@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Destruction of fraternity
houses is unfortunate
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From Page 4

the short term, hut the current recession is the price to he
paid for such an unsustainable
model. Coupled with the interest payments on an ever more
absurd national debt and an
ecosystem that has been irreparably destroyed in many parts
of the world, it would seem we
have been living on borrowed
time and borrowed money and
someone's going to have to pay
for it all soon.
I know, 1 know, this same
old song and dance has been
paraded around since time
immemorial. The trouble,
though, is that when the prophets of doom started haranguing
people to live more responsible
lifestyles it was for the sake of
their unborn grandkids. We
are those grandkids.
Not that 1'vedecided to hold a
grudge. Like any other member

SAUNDERS
From Page 4

On April 4, 1967, King gave a
landmark speech on the war in
Vietnam, saying, "Thisbusinessof
... filling our nation's homes with
orphans and widows... sending
men home from ... battlefields
physically handicapped and psychologically deranged, cannot be
reconciled with wisdom, justice
and love. A nation that continues
year after year to spend more
money on military defense than
on programs of social uplift is
approaching spiritual death."
A year later. King was helping
the Memphis Sanitation Workers
fight a battle for human dignity.
On March 18, he spoke to them,
saying, "I will hear America
through her historians ... saying We built gigantic buildings...
through our spaceships we were
able to carve highways through
the stratosphere. Through our
airplanes we were able to dwarf
distance ... through our submarines we were able to penetrate
oceanic depths.
"But it seems that I can hear
the God of the universe saying
'Even though you've done all
of that, I was hungry and you
fed me not. I was naked and ye

of Generation Y, I'd rather enjoy
the fun things of the world I
live in than lament its failings.
According to sociologists, our
age group drinks more, smokes
more (tobacco and otherwise),
screws more, and is much more
open minded about oursexuality than anyone else (take that
boomers!).
We're bad employees, but
good entrepreneurs and a pretty good portion of us choose
to work freelance. We have an
instinctual knowledge of consumer electronics and computer software and some of us are
involved in the virtual world
more than the physical one.
These unique quirks and
peculiarities are what make us
different and sometimes difficult to understand to members
of a different generation. But as
sure as longcat is long, in about
a decade, the whole of Gen. Y is
going to be out of college and
in the work force. It will be us
who keep the lights on, pay the
clothed me not. The children of
my sons and daughters were in
need of economic security, and
you didn't provide for them. So
you cannot enter the kingdom of
greatness.' This may well be the
indictment on America that says
to the ... power structure, 'If you
do it unto the least of these my
brethren, you do it unto me.'"
These words that spoke truth to
power over 40 years ago still resonate as loudly today as then. All
MIII have to do is look around.
Respond to Pat at
theneuis@bgneivs.com
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taxes and decide the elections.
We'll be raising kids of our own
and you can bet your iPhone
they're going to be every bit
as needy as a backpack full of
Tamigachis.
Whatever happens though,
America will carry on. It
always has.
Respond to Mike at
thtnewsQbgnewsxom

I was surfing the Web recently
and stumbled across a blip that
the Phi Kappa Tau House at
the University was to be demolished as part of new campus
construction.
I was deeply saddened to leant
this. In 19661 became a member
of Reta Tau Chapter, Phi Kappa
Tau, while in my junior year.
At the time, I was also a residence hall counselor in Rodgers
Quadrangle, on the second floor,
to be exact. It was so very easy for
me to leave the dorm and walk
the few steps to the Phi Tau house
and enter via the east entrance.
How well I remember my
pledge period, entering through
that door, standing on the "X"
on the floor, and shouting the
day's memorized verse at the top
of my lungs, loud enough so the
brothers on the third floor could
hear me and admit me to the
house. I remember the hazing
(apparently those days are gone
now) as the brothers remolded
me and those like me into someone different.
I remember the pranks we
pledges pulled on the brothers
— the special sit-down dinner at
the house when we quietly loaded all of the food, dinncrwarc,
utensils and beverages into our
cars and drove away with them
to a secluded dining spot while
the brothers fumed over their lost
meal. 1 remember "Dream Boy
Weekend." and the kidnappings
and nighttime drives to secret
places where the unfortunate
brothers were abandoned, sans
shoes, sans money, sans ID.
I even remember being the victim later, when I was that unfortunate brother, and the long, long
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hitchhike hack from that park on
the shores of lake Erie. 1 remember the brothers, with all of the
trite information we had to memorize about each and every one
of them, all recorded in the little
notebook we were all required to
carry. I remember the faces, the
laughter, the songs, the chapter
meetings, the dates — all of those
piecious memories of Beta Tau
and the University which I call to
mind while sitting beside my fireplace on those cold, winter nights
at my home in Utah.
So. the old house is to be torn
down? Please save me a brick.
And pass on my regrets and best
wishes to all of the brothers who
gather there for this historic
occasion.
Ralph Colenutn, It is a former columnist for the BG Neivs

(1967-mi. Respond to him at
lhenews9bgnews.com

Poetry should be
included as part of
popular culture
In his Ian. 15 opinion piece
on the declining popularity of poetry, columnist Eric
Rhoads sounded a timely

warning to the Bowling Green
community.
While his definition of "poetry as life" and "life as poetry"
seems rather trite, Rhoads did
well to expose a symptom of
a much bigger disease. While
leaving a fitting definition of
poetry to one a bit more adept,
discovering the root of poetry's struggles in 21st Century
America requires much less
expertise.
A cursory examination of our
society reveals the powerfully

ingrained role of the image.
Television, films, the Internet
and visually-based mobile
devices of all kinds dominate
the landscape. Whether at
home, work, school, church or
in t he public square, Americans
are glued to flickering images
that offer health, wealth, happiness and every other panacea
with each rapidly changing
scene.
The processing of written
words, which involves logic,
reason and a necessary conclusion of real substance, is held
ill tension with the processing
of the visual image, which is
designed to elicit or gratify visceral needs and "entertain."
This is certainly not to char-1
acterize writing, and specifi-j
cally poetry, as some austere or*
sterile mode of expression, but '
the power of poetry lies in the
mental gymnastics required
both in the author's expression
and the reader's unraveling. It
is in this intellectual process
where the authentic beauty,
power and truth of the human
experience is captured and
shared. Unfortunately, it is in
this same process our modern
culture has no interest.
Contemporary America
has firmly established itself
as a culture of the visual
image. The written word in
its various forms has been
marginalized both inadvertently and by design. The
true ailment of our culture is
its inability to receive insight
from the written word.
Paul Habreclit is the assistant men's soccer coach at the
University. Respond to him at

thenews9bgntws.com
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Today is an important day. So instead of sleeping in, I thought I could do
something that benefited and helped someone else."
- Sophomore Elly Sankovkh on being active on Martin Luther King Jr. Day [see story, p. 1].
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Economics, environmentalism should go
hand in hand when fixing energy problems
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FALCON SCREECH
Dear SBX front counter cashier working at 1 p.m. Sunday,
Why do you feel the need to talk on the phone while "working"?
I'm VERY sorry that I decided to purchase a textbook at your
store. I know you were very annoyed by me, especially since you
said 'hang on" to your friend on the other line as if someone was
very rudely interrupting you. Just so you know, anyone "interrupting" you while on the clock is also helping you earn a paycheck.
I hope you never work with people as a real career, because you

In June 2008, T. Boone Pickens
unveiled a new energy program involving wind turbines
in the Midwest to generate
electricity.
He proposed private industry would pay for and build
thousands of wind turbines to
be located in the Texas panhandle and adjacent areas.
This massive wind farm was
to provide 20 percent or more
of ou r elect ricity needs.
Government would pay for
the lines connecting the wind
farm to the power grid, providing power to the Midwest,
South and Western regions of
the country.
The natural gas saved from
not being used to fire power
plants would be used instead
as vehicle fuel. By using natural gas instead of foreign
petroleum, our energy dependence on foreign oil would be
reduced.
You may remember TV

commercials
featuring
Pickens extolling the merits
of the plan. He announced
he would spend $58 million
promoting it.
To be sure, his plans had
both critics and admirers.
Some pointed to the fact that
Pickens was heavily invested in wind farms and has
been soliciting government
tax credits and other subsidies. On the other hand,
the Sierra club and New York
mayor Michael Bloomberg
supported the plan.
Pickens initially ordered $2
billion worth of wind turbines
from General Electric. He was
able to do that since his estimated wealth was approximately $3 billion and Forbes
magazine rated him the 117th
richest person in America.
But, a funny thing happened on the way to wind
farm nirvana: reality set in,
taking the form of falling natural gas prices and the falling
economy.
In a conference call earlier
this month, Pickens said his
proposal was "off the table."
He's already renegotiated his
wind turbine order with GE

and will take delivery on 332
turbines, rather than the 667
per the original order, according to the Wall Street Journal.
It seems the rule of thumb
in business is that wind farms
are-not economically feasible
if the price of natural gas falls
below $6 per British thermal
unit. Recent natural gas prices have been hovering in the
$5.73 range.
The late Paul Samuelson,
the first Nobel-prize winning
American economist, wrote
an introductory textbook that
has gone through 19 editions
and sold 4 million copies.
Nearly everyone in my generation who took economics as
an undergraduate can recall
the text.
Samuelson was a gifted
writer, and in one his famous
passages he declares a parrot can be taught to become
an economist: the only words
the parrot needs to learn are
"supply" and "demand."
Pickens has evidently recognized this truth. For no
matter how much we may
want a clean, green planet,
nothing will happen until
the truths of economics are

reckoned with and honored.
Economics involves, at the
very bottom, two vital, yet
often-overlooked concepts:
scarcity and incentives. If
there's no demand for recycled paper, it ends up in a
warehouse. If no one wants
recycled glass, it remains in
storage or is uncollected. And,
if the price of natural gas falls
below the cost of generating
electricity, we'll continue to
use power generated from
gas-fired plants.
Cynics might point to
the Pickens plan as merely
another of the idealistic but
impractical plans that are
unveiled from time to time.
Supporters may well be disappointed that his plan didn't
reach fruition. But everyone
should acknowledge and
respect the fundamental
economic forces that impact
humans the world over,
regardless of wealth, political
system or location. We ignore
them at our peril.
Respond to Phil at
thenews@bgnews.com

will most likely suck at it.
Passive aggressively,
-GREG
To Grounds for Thought:
Why can I no longer plug my computer into your valuable
outlets? I enjoyed doing my papers, sipping coffee and talking
with friends But now we no longer have anywhere to plug in
our computers. Please explain to me why you have taken away
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prevalent today

the outlets. I've been to your establishment for most of the past
week and I've noticed a great decline in the number of customers. I believe this to be related to the no outlet issue. As someone
who doesn't have Internet in my apartment. I no longer have
anywhere to go. Fix it.
-DISGRUNTLED CUSTOMER
Dear Bum sleeping in the Union,
When did this place become a hotel? You sleep across couches
that leave me nowhere to sit and what's worse is I have to listen
to you snore. Sometimes you even show up at 7:30 a.m. just to
go back to sleep. Your apartment wasn't getting the job done for
you? Most of the time you sleep during the middle of the day:
don't you have anything better to do? How do you think it looks
to visitors to see you sleeping? Don't you worry that someone is
going to steal your stuff sitting on the ground next to you while
you are sleeping? So how about you don't embarrass yourself
anymore and just stay at home and sleep. You literally look like a
bum!
-THAT GUY
Slow walkers are the bane of my existence. Nothing irks me more
than having to walk really slow, so please step aside. Make a path
for those of us with real places to go and things to do.
-SPEEDY WALKER
Proper Etiguette at the Sundial is essential for employees who
work there. DO NOT I repeat DO NOT talk on your cell phone
when your about to order from me and then snap something like
"I'll order when I'm ready" when i ask if 1 can help you.
- DISGRUNTLED WORKER

SPEAK YOUR HMD
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor1

Yesterday, we gathered together
again to pay our annual homage
to a great man whose life dedicated to lifting up the lives of others
is still an inspiration to us today
— Martin Luther King, Jr.
On Martin Luther King Day,
politicians and other notables
give speeches about King and his
words. Of course, the most cited
are those from the 1963 speech
given in Washington, DC, on
the Mall, his "I Have a Dream"
speech. The one thing he was
able to do in his lifetime was
dominate the national conversation by talking frankly about
injustice in our society. This conversation was a constant source
of irritation to those in power in
this country.
This irritation caused King to
be surveilled by the FBI as the
power structure tried to discredit his ideas by exposing flaws
in his very human makeup. He
was called a Communist, in the
effort to discredit him with main stream white society, whose
consciences were pricked by his
calls for justice and freedom in a
society supposedly constructed
on a foundation made up of
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those principles.
For me it is interesting that
on the day set aside to honor
him, most folks don't talk about
King who demanded significant
and revolutionary change and
was murdered five years later. Is
this on purpose, to not change
the conversation in our country,
because the social and economic
ills of King's time have been so
amplified in the present?
The Martin King of Aug. 28,
1963 and April 4, 1968 (the day
King was assassinated) was a
different person in the way he
looked at how society could be
made a better place. In 1963,
King talked about a world where
children, black and white, played
together to be created by the
actions of lawmakers. On the
day he was murdered, King had
moved to the point where he
knew there had to be a major
redistribution of the wealth in
our nation in order for there to be
true equality.
He and others had struggled to
seethe 1964 Crvil Rights Act and
the 1965 voting Rights Act, but
came to understand these laws
would do nothing to correct the
basic economic inequities experienced by millions of all colors
• and caused by a spiritual corruptness from the war mentality.
SeeSAUNDERS|Page5

Abbie Hoffman, the hippie
king of the 60s and 70s, once
said, "Don't trust anyone over
30." If he were still alive today,
Hoffman would be 73 years
old. One has to wonder if Abbie
would be able to trust himself
— he did kill himself at age 52.
When Hoffman said this,
America was in a period of
cultural turmoil and people
were finally starting to free
themselves from some of the
old traditions and stereotypes that shaped much of
the thinking of previous generations. This was the generation that planted the seeds
of recreational pot smoking,
invented tie-dye, won the
sexual revolution and laid the
foundation for today's counter-cultural values, fashion
and music.
Baby boomers lived in a
world of economic prosperity
and unprecedented freedom of
expression. This was the generation that suffered to bring the
first voting rights to blacks and
later other minorities. They got
women out of the kitchen and
into the workplace. They gave

us the Beatles, Led Zeppelin,
The Ramones and so much
more.
And for that, I'd like to say
"Thank you, baby boomers."
Thank you for making this
possible. If you hadn't been
thereto breakdown those walls
and shake up society, we might
still be stuck in the same old
ossified America you rebelled
against. Or perhaps, we'd just
have to do it ourselves.
Our generation is more free
to pursue its own individual
desires and interests than
any previous generation, and
believe me, we do. Sure, you'll
still bump into an old timer
who scoffs at your hair cut,
or complains about the music
being too loud, but for the most
part it's good to be young.
I know they might not seem
like it now, but our parents' (or
for some of us grandparents')
generation threw one hell of
a party. But as we college students know all too well, every
party has its hangover and a
hangover is exactly the metaphor I would use to describe
the America our generation is
growing up in.
Decades of financial deregulation and corporate cronyism
created tremendous wealth in
SeeTHURAU|Page5
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THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Destruction of fraternity
houses is unfortunate
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of Generation Y, I'd rather enjoy
the fun things of the world I
live in than lament its failings.
From Page 4
According to sociologists, our
the short term, but the cur- age group drinks more, smokes
rent recession is the price to be more (tobacco and otherwise),
paid for such an unsustainable screws more, and is much more
model. Coupled with the inter- open minded about our sexualest payments on an ever more ity than anyone else (take that
absurd national debt and an boomers!).
We're bad employees, but
ecosystem that has been irreparably destroyed in many parts good entrepreneurs and a pretof the world, it would seem we ty good portion of us choose
have been living on borrowed to work freelance. We have an
time and borrowed money and instinctual knowledge of consomeone's going to have to pay sumer electronics and computer software and some of us are
for it all soon.
I know, I know, this same involved in the virtual world
old song and dance has been ■ more than the physical one.
These unique quirks and
paraded around since time
immemorial. The trouble, peculiarities are what make us
though, is that when the proph- different and sometimes diffiets of doom started haranguing cult to understand to members
people to live more responsible of a different generation. But as
lifestyles it was for the sake of sure as longcat is long, in about
their unborn grandkids. We a decade, the whole of Gen. Y is
going to be out of college and
are those grandkids.
Not that I've decided to hold a in the work force. It will be us
grudge. Like any other member who keep the lights on, pay the

THURAU
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On April 4, 1967, King gave a
landmark speech on the war in
Vietnam, saying, "This businessof
... filling our nation's homes with
orphans and widows ... sending
men home from ... battlefields
physically handicapped and psychologically deranged, cannot be
reconciled with wisdom, justice
and love. A nation that continues
year after year to spend more
money on military defense than
on programs of social uplift is
approaching spiritual death.''
A year later, King was helping
the Memphis Sanitation Workers
fight a battle for human dignity.
On March 18, he spoke to diem,
saying, "I will hear America
through her historians ... saying, \\v built gigantic buildings...
through our spaceships we were
able to carve highways through
the stratosphere. Through our
airplanes we were able to dwarf
distance ... through our submarines we were able to penetrate
oceanic depths.
"But it seems that I can hear
the God of the universe saying,
'Even though you've done all
of that I was hungry and you
fed me not I was naked and ye

Tuesdav.Januaryl9.TO10 5

clothed me not The children of
my sons and daughters were in
need of economic security, and
you didn't provide for them. So
you cannot enter the kingdom of
greatness.' This may well be the
indictment on America that says
to the ... power structure, 'If you
do it unto the least of these my
brethren, you do it unto me.'"
These words that spoke truth to
power over 40 years ago still resonate as loudly today as then. All
you have to do is look around.

taxes and decide the elections.
We'll be raising kids of our own
and you can bet your iPhone
they're going to be every bit
as needy as a backpack full of
Tamigachis.
Whatever happens though,
America will carry on. It
always has.
Respond to Mike at
thenews@bgnews.com

I was surfing the Web recently
and stumbled across a blip that
the Phi Kappa Tau House at
the University was to be demolished as part of new campus
construction.
I was deeply saddened to learn
this. In 19661 became a member
of Beta Tau Chapter, Phi Kappa
Tau, while in my junior year.
At the rime, I was also a residence hall counselor in Rodgers
Quadrangle, on the second floor,
to be exact It was so very easy for
me to leave the dorm and walk
the few steps to the Phi Tau house
and enter via the east entrance.
How well 1 remember my
pledge period, entering through
that door, standing on the "X"
on the floor, and shouting the
day's memorized verse at the top
of my lungs, loud enough so the
brothers on the third floor could
hear me and admit me to the
house. I remember the hazing
(apparently those days are gone
now) as the brothers remolded
me and those like me into someone different.
I remember the pranks we
pledges pulled on the brothers
— the special sit-down dinner at
the house when we quietly loaded all of the food, dinnerware,
utensils and beverages into our
cars and drove away with them
to a secluded dining spot while
the brothers fumed over their lost
meal. I remember "Dream Boy
Weekend," and the kidnappings
and nighttime drives to secret
places where the unfortunate
brothers were abandoned, sans
shoes, sans money, sans ID,
I even remember being the victim later, when I was that unfortunate brother, and the long long
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hitchhike back from that park on
the shores of Lake Erie. I remember the brothers, with all of the
trite information we had to memorize about each and every one
of them, all recorded in the little
notebook we were all required to
carry. 1 remember the faces, the
laughter, the songs, the chapter
meetings, the dates — all of those
precious memories of Beta Tau
and the University which I call to
mind while sitting beside my fireplace on those cold, winter nights
at my home in Utah.
So, the old house is to be torn
down? Please save me a brick.
And pass on my regrets and best
wishes to all of the brothers who
gather there for this historic
occasion.
Ralph Coleman, Jr. is a former columnist for The BG News
(1967-68). Respond to him at
thenews@bgnews.com

Poetry should be
included as part of
popular culture
In his Jan. 15 opinion piece
on the declining popularity of poetry, columnist Eric
Rhoads sounded a timely
warning to the Bowling Green
community.
While his definition of "poetry as life" and "life as poetry"
seems rather trite, Rhoads did
well to expose a symptom of
a much bigger disease. Whileleaving a fitting definition of
poetry to one a bit more adept,
discovering the root of poetry's struggles in 21st Century
America requires much less
expertise.
A cursory examination of our
society reveals the powerfully

ingrained role of the image.
Television, films, the Internet
and visually-based mobile ■
devices of all kinds dominate
the landscape. Whether at
home, work, school, church or
in the public square, Americans
are glued to flickering images
that offer health, wealth, happiness and every other panacea
with each rapidly changing
scene.
The processing of written
words, which involves logic,
reason and a necessary conclusion of real substance, is held
in tension with the processing
of the visual image, which is .
designed to elicit or gratify vis- j
ceral needs and "entertain." |
This is certainly not to char- i
acterize writing, and specifi-j
cally poetry, as some austere or |
sterile mode of expression, but"
the power of poetry lies in the !
mental gymnastics required
both in the author's expression
and the reader's unraveling. It ;
is in this intellectual process \
where the authentic beauty, ;
power and truth of the human I
experience is captured and
shared. Unfortunately, it is in
thia same process our modern
culture has no interest.
Contemporary America .
has firmly established itself I
as a culture of the visual
image. The written word in
its various forms has been
marginalized both inadvertently and by design. The
true ailment of our culture is
its inability to receive insight
from the written word.
Paul Habrecht is the assistant men's soccer coach at the
University. Respond to him at
thenews@bgnews.com

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

*290.00/mo.p£»

*.

•Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

Students check out Shamrock Studios

•NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2010*
Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,
BuffApts, Ridge Manor

BGSU Staff and Coaches check out
Shamrock Village Condominiums and Townhomes

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry St. Apts. & 425 East Court St.

Storage available, rented by the month!

445 E. Wooster
BUWIIIKJ Green. OH
43402
419.352.0717

Hours:
Mon Fii 9am 5pm
Saturday 9am lpm

SHAMR0CKBGC0M

Respond to Pat at
tlienews@bgnews.com

GREENBRIAR, INC.

1724E.WOOSTER 419-354-0070

Are you looking for Health Insurance?

Did You Know...

During his
lifetime,
Herman
Melville's Moby
Dick sold only
50 copies.

m

Bowling Green State University offers a health insurance plan to students and their eligible
dependents through Aetna Student Health.
■ COVERAGE you can count on
■ HEALTH and WELLNESS services that can help you

■ Together let's build a healthier campus!
The enrollment deadline Is January 25, 2010.

Please call Aetna Student Health Customer Service at 877-373-0737 with questions or visit
www.aetnastudenthealth.com.
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119 Clay St. - $695

1

730 Elm St. - $595

'

316 Ridge St. - $595

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

TAetna

1 • Large two bedroom
f duplexes/houses
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SIDELINES

Falcons 'Flash' past Kent
HOCKEY
Falcons lose to
Wildcats
Tomas Pettuska (pictured)
had two goals, but it wasnt
enough as BG lost twice.

See Paqe 7.
ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for
continued news and updates
on your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
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IT'S UP: Scott Thomas had a game-high 27 points in the win over Kent State

SLASH: Lauren Prochaska lead her learn with 24 points in the win over Kent State.

Brown and Thomas lead
BG men to win over Kent

Falcon women dominate
first half at Kent State

www.twittcr.com/bgnewssports

[111
Today in
Sports History
1996-The NHL approves
the Winnipeg Jets' move to
Phoenix.
1974—Notre Dame beats
UCLA in basketball, ending
their NCAA record 88-game
win streak.
1937—Cy Young is elected
to the Baseball Hall of Fame.

Tamika Nurse also scored in doubledigits with 13 and 11, respectively.
Prochaska scored all 24 points in
Scoring fifty-five points is sometimes the first half on 5-for-6 shooting from
enough for a team to win in the Mid- beyond the 3-point arc, helping the
Faicons to a 55-25 lead.
American Conference.
"Everyone did a great job of penetraThe BG women's basketball team did
that Saturday in just the first half of an tion and finding me for open shots,"
Prochaska said.
89-61 shellacking of Kent State.
Despite a low scoring first 4 minutes,
"It was great for a lot of reasons,"
BG coach Curt Miller said. "With the BCi lead 4-3, the Falcons exploded the
quick turnaround, we get the starters rest of (he half, going on runs of 11-0
the rest that we need it's going to be a and 13-4.
"The first half set the tempo. We
huge help."
BG improved to 14-4. 4-0 MAC, played a tremendous first half on both
while Kent State dropped to 9-7, 2-2 sides of the ball," Miller said.
BG held Kent State to an 8-for-30
in the loss.
lauren Prochaska, the reigning MAC
Player of the Week, scored a game-high
See WOMEN | Paqe 8
24 points, while Tracy Pontius and

By Paul Barnay
Assistant Sports Editor

By Sean Shapiro
Sports Editor

Basketball is a game of runs, and
against Kent State, the BG men's
basketball team erased a six-point
deficit with 3:40 left in the game
to get its first Mid-American
Conference win of the season
Sunday. 76-70.
The Falcons (8-7, 1-2 MAC) outscored the Golden Flashes (10-7, 1-2)
18-6 in the final 3:40 of the game,
including 6-of-6 at the free-throw line
to close out the win.
BG stopped Kent State on six of
its last seven possessions, which was
crucial In getting (he victory.
"You have to be able to get stops
and you have to convert those stops

into scores," BG coach Louis Orr said.
"This was by far the best that we've
done that. The defensive slops were
the difference of the game, and converting those stops into baskets."
Sophomores Scott Thomas and
Dee Brown provided the offensive
lift for the Falcons, both posting
career scoring highs of 27 and 21,
respectively.
Thomas finished on 8-of-10 shooting, connecting on 8-of-8 free-throws.
Brown went 7-for-12 from the floor,
including S-of-8 from behind the arc.
Thomas and Brown have combined
for 82 points in the Falcons' last two
games.
See HEN | Page 8

The List
It was a busy weekend for
Falcon athletics. Here are the
top five performers from the
weekend:
1. Thomas: Sophomore
Scott Thomas shot 8-of-10
from the floor and finished
with 27 points Sunday in BG
men's basketball 76-70 win
over Kent State.
2. Prochaska: Lauren
Prochaska scored 24 first half
points as the Falcons rolled
over Kent State 89-61 on
Saturday.
3. Petruska: In a shootout loss Saturday at Northern
Michigan, senior Tomas

Tennis splits trip
to Louisville
By Bratt Wana
Reporter

The BG women's tennis team finished the weekend with a record
of 1-1 after taking 6-1 decision
over Morehead State University
on Sunday.
One day earlier, before their
first dual-match win of the 200910 season over Morehead, the
Falcons fell 5-2 to the University
of Louisville with both non-conference matches being held at
Louisville's Bass-Rudd Tennis
Center.

Christine
Chiricosta
Won four matches
this weekend at
Louisville.

In ii H ii Christine Chiricosta was
a winner at both the top singles
and the number-one doubles
flightsagainstboth Louisvilleand
Morehead. Chiricosta teamed
See TENNIS | Page 7

Petruska was a bright spot
scoring two goals.
4. Brown: Sophomore
Dee Brown finished with
21 points over the Golden
Flashes, including 5-of-8 from
behind the arc.
5. ChiricOSta: Junior
tennis player Christine
Chiricosta won four matches,
two agaisnt Louisville and two
against Morehead State.

Women's basketball host Miami
at Anderson Arena tonight
MAC East winner and not pick
ourselves, I picked Miami this
year," Miller said. "I think they
BG women's basketball coach have that kind of talent and I
Curt Miller doesn't look at wins don't back off of that."
and losses when factoring how
Height will certainly be a factor
for the Falcons, as the Redllawks
good a team is.
So when Miami (4-13,2-2 Mid- start five players who are 5-fectAmerican Conference) enters 10 inches tall or taller, including
Anderson Arena tonight for a 7 5-foot-10-inch freshman point
p.m. matchup with the Falcons guard Courtney Osborn.
(14-4. 4-0 MAC), Miller isn't takSee PREVIEW | Page 8
ing anything for granted.
"When I was asked to pick the
By Paul Barnay
Assistant Sports Editor

ANDREA FEW. > THE BG WAS

RUNNIN': BG opened (heir winler season with a meel in the Perry field House this past weekend

Women's track finishes
fifth at own invitational
By Brad Frank
Reporter

During the winter months,
sometimes staying home
is best.
That's exactly what the BG
women's track and field team
will do for the rest of January, as
the Falcons will seekateam title
in the comforts of home, before
traveling to Notre Dame in
South Bend, lnd„ next month.

The first of the three lanuary
home meets, the BGSU
Challenge, was held Saturday
inside Perry Field House.
The Falcons placed fifth in
the 10-team field, edging two of
five Mid-American Conference
schools. Central Michigan won
the event with 135.5 points,
while Dayton finished as the
runner-up.
Jcanette Pettigrew won the
60 meter dash with a time

of 7.75 seconds for BG's lone
individual victory.
Other top three finishers for
BG included Heather Conger
placing third and setting a personal record in the 800 meter
run with a time of 2:14.56,
Sabrina Forstein placing second in the pole vault with a
height of 3.65 meters, and the
See TRACK | Page 9
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Wildcats sweep Falcons
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DOMINANT: Northern Michigan goalie bVian Stewart (left) shut out BG. while his teammates physically outplayed the Falcons and James Perkin (right).

Create and solve your
Sudol<ii puzzles for FREE.

Northern Michigan goalie Brian Stewart
continues mastery over BG in wins
By Ryan Satlcowiak
Reporter

After Friday night's game, it
looked like the BG hockey
team might never get through
Northern Michigan goalie Brian
Stewart.
The Falcons came out flat,
putting up only three shots in
the first period.
They were shut out 6-0
Friday night at the hands of
Stewart — the first time in
nearly a year they did not tally
at least one goal.
The last team to shut BG
out was, ironically enough,
Northern
Michigan
last
February.

In Friday's loss, Andrew different story, however, as they
Hammond got the start for came out swinging early, jumpthe second consecutive game, ing out to a 2-0 lead just nine
giving up five goals on 26 minutes in the game on a pair
shots in just over 30 minutes of goals by Tomas Petruska.
Ionian
Samuels-Thomas
of action.
He was pulled after allowing made it 3-1 at the 12:54 mark
the fifth goal midway through of the second period, on his
the second period. Nick Bno team-leading eighth goal of the
came on and stopped eight of year. Petruska assisted the goal,
nine shots in the second half of picking up his third point on
the night.
the game.
That was about the last thing
The Falcons were only 3-for-6
on the penalty kill in this game, that went right for the Falcons
which have been one of the rea- in this game, as they were shut
sons they have struggled this down the rest of the game,
year. They currently have a sub- amassing only five shots in
par 73.5 percent penalty kill on the third period and overtime,
while allowing two third period
the year.
Saturday was a completely goals to NMU.

a
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they gave up two power play
goals on six opportunities, one
being the game-tying goal for
NMU midway through the
third period.
The losses dropped BG's
record to 2-13-3-2 in Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
play, and 3-18-3 overall. But by
forcing a shootout Saturday, the
Falcons were able to salvage a
point in the standings, moving them one point ahead of
Western Michigan for 11th in
the 12teamCCHA.
Those two teams will meet
Friday night at 7:05 p.m. at the
BGSU Ice Arena.
Coach Dennis Williams was
not available for comment.

Tomas
Petruska
Scored two goals in
a loss to Northern
Michigan

After a scoreless overtime,
which featured only three total
shots, NMU scored on both of
their shootout attempts, while
the Falcons could not put one
past Stewart.
Eno got the start for BG and
played well, making 34 saves on
37 shots.
However, the inability to
regularly kill penalties was
once again their undoing, as

Did You Know.
Motorists who
talk on cell
phones are more
impaired than
drunk drivers with
blood-alcohol
levels exceeding
.08!
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TENNIS
From I
with freshman Maddy Eccleston
for an 8-3 victory in doubles, and
only lost two total games in a
straight-sets singles sweep of
Morehead's Alexandra Rydberg.
The team of Chiricosta and
Eccleston was also victorious 8-3
against Louisville.
Only a team of senior
Katia Babina and freshman
lade lohnson were victorious against the University of
Louisville besides Chiricosta's
doubles and singles winning
performances.
Babina and lohnson picked
up where they left off against
the Cardinals with an 8-3 win
in doubles against the Eagles.
Senior Samantha Kintzel
teamed with sophomore
Jessica Easdale to win an 8-4
verdict in third-flight action,
and completed a sweep of
MSU's doubles teams.
Against Morehead, the Falcons
were able to win five of the six
singles matches, including a 3-0
mark by the three BG freshmen.

Kintzel, Eccleston, lohnson
and freshman Katie Grubb were
all victorious in singles action for
the Falcons. Kintzel defeated her
opponent 7-5 in the first set and
6-0 in the second. Eccleston won
her match 6-2,6-1.
Both Johnson and Grubb
were able to defeat their
opponents with 6-1, 6-4
scores in the fifth and sixth
sets, respectively.

BG will now prepare for a
trip to Cincinnati next weekend. Dean's squad will take on
Cincinnati in Saturday (Jan.
23) action, before meeting
Xavier on Sunday (Jan. 24). The
Falcons' first 'home' dual match
will occur on Jan. 30, when they
host IPFW at the I'errysburg
Tennis Center.
Tennis coach Penny Dean was
not available for comment.

| Experience the Student Life! I
•

Hlllsdala Apartments, all of the amenities of home.
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By Mail-In Rebate*
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On BGSU Shuttle Route
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Up To S People at NO Extra Charge
Dishwasher Garbage Disposal
Full Basements With Washer & Dryer

a
J

'.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Patios & Grassy Areas Great for Corn Hole!
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
Central Air & Heat
Ample & Well Light Parking with Carports

.
*
•
•

Offered By:
1045 N. Main St
Bowling Green, OH

(41S) 353-5800
lnfoaimeccabg.com

www.meccabg.com

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011

our oWc..*
up the ^7/ • We have Efficiencies, 1 Bedroom ami 2 Bedroom \partments.
Ll»«ng«l Py' • In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.
WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
located Across From Taco Bell.
RKNTAL OFFICE (419) M4-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday • 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

AUTO SERVICE CENTERS
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NOW RENTING for
FALL 2010
DELUXE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
En t e rprise Square Ap ts.
Heinz Apartments
Columbia Court Apts.
Mercer Manor
'
■ Free Internet Access

- Air Conditioning

3 Large Bedrooms

- 2 Full Baths

Dishwasher

- Garhage Disposal

Plenty of Parking

- Walking Distance to Campus

Fully Furnished Apts.

- On Sile Laundry Facility

Fireplace In Many Units

- Microwaves (not available in Columbia Ct)

24 Hour Maintenance

-9

Month or I Year Leases

SPORTS
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More then just a day off
King's words still important to Orr today
ANDREW
HARMED
SENIOR REPORTER

1535

JW
Yesterday wasn't just a day of game
planning and watching film for
men's basketball coach lxiuis Orr.
Martin Luther King |r. Day
may mean a day off from school
and work for some, but for Orr
and countless others, it's also a
day of reflection on one of this
country's greatest leaders.
A 51-year-old black man, Orr
was still young during King's
time of prominence, but as
Orr grew up and learned about
what King meant to his race, he
became one of Orr's heroes.
And more than 40 years after
King's death, Orr said his words
still ring true.

"His words are still relevant
today. They stood the test of
time," Orr said. "You have to
look back. You can't forget about
important people in our past
when they are so relevant today."
Unfortunately, it seems King
is often irrelevant to many
except on the third Monday
in January and throughout
February when Black History
Month is celebrated.
During a time where so much
tragedy and war are spotted
throughout the world, Orr said
King's words mean even more.
"You look back on him and you
appreciate it more now because
you see some of the turmoil that
is going on around the world,
and he was about love and
peaceful protest and helping out
your brother," Orr said.
He used the example of the
earthquake victims in Haiti as

people who could use King's clouds of racial prejudice will
words of perseverance and soon pass away and the deep
brotherhood. But really. King's fog of misunderstanding will be
words could be used to help heal lifted from our fear drenched
the small things that burden communities, and in some nottoo-distant tomorrow the radipeople's lives every day.
Orr couldn't recall a special ant stars of love and brotherphrase of King's off the top of his hood will shine over our great
head yesterday, but he did say he nation with all their scintillathas his favorites and it was good ing beauty," King wrote in an
to be reminded of them.
April 16, 1963 letter from the
And we all should remind our- Birmingham Jail.
Those are just a couple of my
selves of King's words that hit
close to home or inspire us from favorites from King, and it was good
time to time, not just because to hear those quotes again yesterday.
it's a national holiday.
And it will be good to hear
"I have a dream that one day them anytime I happen to
this nation will rise up and because they truly never get old.
live out the true meaning of its Sure it's just a regular day now,
creed: 'We hold these truths to but as Orr said, King's words can
be self-evident, that all men are never be a day late.
created equal,'" King said during
"He was just such a great orahis Aug. 28, 1963 speech from tor," Orr said. "His words — it's
good to hear them again. They
Washington D.C.
"Let us all hope that the dark never get old."

HYANPIROG, THIBGNEWS

REMEMBERING: BG coach Louis Oir remembeis Kings words quite often.

Notes: BG takes lead over Kent State in Centennial Cup
By Sean Shapiro

Conference road win,
"I didn't start the Cup, probably to the people who started the
Not only did BG's 76-70 win cup it's important. 1 really hadn't
against Kent State give the thought about it. To us, it's more
men's basketball team their first about another MAC and our first
conference win, it also gave BG MAC road win," Orr said.
BG now leads the Centennial
the lead in the Centennial Cup
Cup for the first time since Oct.
Challenge, 4.5-3.5.
Kent and BG have been par- 10 when the football team beat
ticipating in this ongoing com- Kent 36-35. However, Kent
petition that honors the 100-year tied the score later that day
anniversary of both schools. BG when BG volleyball lost that
entered the weekend trailing the evening.
Kent State won points in both
competition 3.5-2.5.
On Saturday, the women's men's and women's cross counbasketball team beat Kent try, and a 0-0 tie between womState 89-61. tying the compe- en's soccer teams awarded each
tition at 3.5 before Sunday's team 0.5 points.
The next chance for either
men's basketball game.
While the win gave the team to earn points is Feb. 24.
school the lead in competi- when the men's basketball team
tion, BG coach Lois Orr was hosts the Golden Flashes at
more concerned with his team Anderson Arena.
getting the Mid-American
Sports Editor

SEAN SHAPIRO i IHEBGNtWS

WINNER: In BG's win over Kent Slate. Tata Breske and her fellow seniors became the fourth
straight class to win 100 games in their collegiate careers.

WOMEN
From Page 6

i

Lauren
Prochaska
Scored 24 points
in the Falcons'
win at Kent State.

shooting effort from the field in
the first half, while BG shot 46.2
percent from the field.
In the second half, BG's starters got a rest, as Prochaska
"We were able to rest our startonly played 6 minutes and ers. We weren't as efficient in
Pontius only was on the floor the second half," Miller said.
for 4 minutes.
"But what a first 25,30 minutes."
With most of the BG starters
Kelly Zuercher and Sarah
on the bench, Kent outscored Clapper lead all bench players
the Falcons 36-34 at the half, with 8 points, Maggie Hennegan
however, Miller wasn't upset and Chrissy Steffen also comwith the lull thanks to the bined for 9 points.
dominant first half.
Jamilah Humes lead Kent
Nurse played more then any State with 17 points, she also
other starter, playing a team- just missed a double-double
high 2f> minutes in the win.
with 9 rebounds.

1US VILLAGE
*PARTMENT<

11 Great Reasons
for Checking Us Out!

points, seven rebounds and
four assists, while fellow
seniors Otis Polk and Marc
From Page 6
Larson scored eight and six,
"Scott Thomas and Dee respectively.
BG's offense shot 51 percent
Brown are growing up in a
hurry," Orr said. "They're from the field, improving on
sophomores,
but
they Thursday's 36 percent effort
played like seniors. They against Buffalo.
really stepped up and made
As good as the offense was,
the big shots for us when we however, it was the Falcons'
defense that showed up.
needed them."
Junior Joe Jakubowki played
BG held Kent State to 32
the role of distributor, dishing out percent shooting for the
11 assists — one shy of his career game, 32 percent in the secbest — a 12 assist game against ond half alone.
Kent State his freshman year.
"It's about playing for 40
"I take my hat off to Joe," Orr minutes," Orr said. "Teams
said. "I thought he played one are going to make runs and
of his best point guard games you have to answer runs with
of his career. He was a leader stops and baskets."
out there."
The Falcons will look to
Senior Erik Marschall even their conference record
had another solid out- tomorrow when they host
ing, finishing with eight Ohio at 7 p.m.

MEN

Century Mark
are now 14 wins short of the
For the fourth straight season program and MAC record
a BG women's basketball senior held by 2009 graduate Lindsey
class will graduate with at least Goldsberry.
100 wins.
Tara Breske, Sarah Clapper Calhoun ineligible
and Laura Bugher all got their
Men's basketball redshirt
100th win in a Falcon uniform freshman A'uston Calhoun has
this past Saturday in the win been ruled ineligible fo» this
over Kent State.
semester.
Calhoun, who had redshirted
"That is a fantastic accomplishment for any program and the 2008-09 season to focus on
any four-year group. For the academics, had only played in
fourth consecutive class, to win two games this season scoring 4
its 100th game is a great accom- points in just 6 minutes of action.
plishment, but I'm really happy
for the three seniors who have Top Dogs
While the women's team will
been here the whole time," BG
face-off with a four-win Miami
coach Curt Miller said.
Prior the current stretch of tonight, Miller isn't looking over
seniors hittingthe century mark, the RedHawks after he picked
only one other senior class in them to win the MAC East.
program history had reached
Miller picked Toledo to
win the MAC West in his prethat achievement.
Clapper, Breske and Bugher season poll.

PREVIEW
From Page 6
Osborn leads the RedHawks
in almost every offensive category, including points (18.7
ppg) and assists (3.8 apg).
"If |Osborn| stays injury-free,
she will certainly become one
of the best players ever to play
in the MAC," Miller said. "She's
a very talented scorer, easily
one of the best offensive players in the league and where
you have to start your defensive
game plan with."
The Falcons' defense shut
down Miami in the last meeting these two played, holding
them to just 45 points.
Unfortunately, BG could only
score 40 points themselves as
they went on to lose 45-40.
In their first meeting, how-

ever, the Falcons scored 87
points in a win, and because
Miami's height wreaks havoc
for offenses, coach Miller
wants a fast-paced game
much like the 87-point game
a year ago.
"We want to get out and try
to create early offense," he said.
"We have to get this game uptempo and score points."
BG enters tonight's contest
having played an up-tempo
game in Saturday's 89-61 win
at Kent State.
The Falcons scored 55 points
in the first half and led by 30
points at the half, allowing
Miller to rest his starters for the
majority of the second half.
"(Saturday's win] was great
for a lot of reasons," Miller said.
"Being able to get the starters
the rest that we need going into
this game is a huge help."

DID YOU KMOW
An iguana can stay under
water for 28 minutes.

MINUTES FROM BGSU
AIR CONDITIONING
GAS INCLUDED
(HEAT. HOI WATER. » COOKING)

';

WATER/TRASH INCLUDED
CAT FRIENDLY COMMUNITY
UPDATED KITCHEN WITH OAK CABINETS
DISHWASHERS 8c DISPOSALS

;

LAUNDRY FACILITIES IN ALL BUILDINGS

•
J

AMPLE PARKING/CARPORTS

WHY TAKE THE SHUnLEo^ffiffiiSS^
If you want MORE for LESS, GREENBRIAR, INC. offers:
/ 1,2,3 and 4 bedroom furnished apartments and houses
/ On-site Laundry facilities
• 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

24 HOUR MAINTENANCE
REASONABLY PRICEDI

•

Why RENT a ROOM when you
can RENT an APARTMENT for LE$$?

ALSO AVAILABLE IN SELECTED UNITS

FAS**

/ FREE Internet
/ Fireplaces

/ Microwaves
/ Central Air

(419) 352-6335
www.greenbriarrentals.com

2855?
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The BG News reserves the right to decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found lo be defamatory,
lacking In factual bails, misleading or false
in nature. All advertisements are subject
lo editing and approval.

*
_

1 Ik'

Emaco Cleaning NOW hiring!
Must have own vehicle, be able to
work on your own at times. Background check req. Starting pay is
$8mr. hours are late afternoon/ evening. Flexibility avail, tor class sched.
Call Lisa at 419-265-9688
Play Sports' Have Fun! Save Money!
Maine camp needs counselors lor
all land, adventure & water sports.
Great summer! 888-844-8080. apply:
ca.mpcedar.com

^K'

For Rent
""Avail now 1 & 2 apts.
EH low as $275.
Cartyrentals.com 353-0325 9a-9p
"10-11 sy. leases/opts houses, efts
930 E. Wooster avail Again 6 bdrm.
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p.

ta^^^^^BI

1 BR apt now avail, ideal tor grad
students or mature undergrads,
close to campus. call419-352-5414
ANDREA FEW 'Hi BG NEWS
SO CLOSE: BG finished fifth in their own meel lo start the winter portion of the* schedule

i
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I

1 BR apt, 854 8th St, $410 /mo ♦
elec w/ $410 security dep No pets

•
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2
3
4

Position
Wright wing, maybe
Break fluid?
Old West badge

5 Low sock

Take for one's own use
French friar
Catches
East tender's flat
Pendant pair
1J
Perform a sheepish hipi-hop
number?
12 Boston College athlete 36 Subject to
contradiction
13 Whistle sounds
18 American Beauty, e.g. 37 Tattered duds
4b
41 Achieve a piloting
22 Agua, across the
Pyrenees
milestone
23 Collectible print, briefly 43 Suffix with Mao
I 24 Fossilized resin
44 Math class, briefly
45 Service providers?
Bonng boss?
i w 5' 25
46 Its gradual loss leads
26 Wash, title
28 More delicate
to baldness
29 Andy Roddick, at
47 Depend (on)
times
48 Shrewd
31 Data measure
50 Convenes
51 Org. with the Chicago
33 Tiny quantities
34 A conductor might
Sky and Seattle
pick it up
Storm
54 Paris article
55 Utter
41 E-mail heading word
56 Pal
42 Stay a while
57 "May I help you?"
44 Viselike device
45 Future doctor's project
43 Caribbean music genre
49 Oater prop
50 Low areas
52 Stop
53 Singer who loves flashy
S O AJO *■& V « « qHH q °
¥ H « -1" "IM a 1 ■* 'flJ " *
jewelry?
A8SOH3QMI 1 il|il 1, 1
53 Bartender's concern
59 Leave alone
III* aP * « S | ¥ 1 V 1 U
OS d A 1 * 3 | | S 1 SlHi
60 Piercing look
d fi * 1 33 | U 1 D N 1 1 ■
61 "_.- Rosenkavalier": Strauss
* 1HJ | | M J 1 » iln H 0
opera
a 1 ■■« « a N A M "H" * M
62 "The Federalist" component
A|V HBrt ' -1 1 ■ | | H » ■ l
63 Ninnies
|| inouv d | ] 1 v 1 N 1
S3AVUd||lSaiflV1
iivaa|s3dDis|||
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1 GoH relative?

IBARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

.

'

i

ACROSS
Help Wanted

*

i

Ji

The BG News Mill noi knowingly ktcepi
advrrlinemen(■ (tin dtKrimTnate. or
encourage discrimination against any
Individual ot group on the bails of race,
se«, color, creed, religion, national origin.
sexual orientation, disability, status as a
veteran, or on ihe basis of any other legally
protected status.

\

'
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27

419-372-6977
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The Daily Crossword Fix

NEWS

Classified Ads
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6 Camp sight
11 A favorite is a good one
14 Liquid tat
15 "The Audacity of Hope" author
16 Language of Southeast Asia
17 Scrabble cheat?
19 Cause of star wars?
20 Isn't on the level
21 Put one's cards on the table
23 Doctor's order
26 Babbles
27 White Rabbit's cry
28 "Like, wow!"
30 Antiquated alpine apparatus
31 Curl beneficiary, informally
32 Solution for a bad hair day
35 Rooster's mate
36 Moisturizer target
38 Printemps follower
39 Traffic reg.
40 Miss Muffet. before the spider
showed up

ANSWERS

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

4 BR w/1 1/2 baths. W/D. garage
5 large deck, corner ol 8th & Elm
Call 419-305-5987 tor more Into

3 BR townhouses. lease lor 2010s/y.
Scott Hamilton St. 4th St S 5th St
Clean and well maintained
Call 419-109-1110 anytime

Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory

424 E. Wooster. Lg 3 BR apt, greal
location, avail Fall 2010. S950/mo.
utils incl Call 419-352-5882.

House lor Rent. 850 7th St„
3 bed. 2 bath. S885/mo + utilities
Call 419-601-0477

Call 419-392-3354
12 month leases starting May 2010:
837 3rd St - 3BR Duplex,

426 E Wooster, large 1 BR apt
Avail Fall 2010. $475'mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882

$885/mo +util.

419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave

604 5th St - 3 BR House,
$900/mo * util
420 S. College - 3 BR House,
$700/mo ♦ util.
408 E Court St - 2 BR Duplex.

Avail Aug. 2010. all upgraded,
large houses, call 419-308-2458
3 Bedroom houses:
114 Ridge S 308 LeRoy -$i200/mo.
218 Dill St - 227 E Reed - S1000/mo
127 Georgia Ave • S975/mo,
112ClaySt-$950/mo,
606 Filth St - $900/mo.

$630/mo + util.
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917
1 BR apts. close to campus.
available NOW. May S August
Call 419-708-9981

2BR apts, 4th St, pets welcome,
$500/mo +gas/elec, water incl.
Call 419-409-1110
3 BR apts. recently updated!
619 High St. BG. Available May
Small pets OK, call 419-308-3525

131 N Church - $750/mo
2 BR house: 133 Georgia -S750/mo
3 BR apt 443 N. Enterprise -550/mo
1 BR apts: 112 Ridge St - 350/mo,
& 443 N. Enterprise - $300/mo.

1Large$8.99
3 Topping
">

3 BR house w/ 2 car garage,
W/D & A/C, avail Aug $1200/mo,
949 Scott Hamilton. 419-654-9512
3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 miles
from campus, newly remodeled,

$725/mo ♦ util. Call 419-708-9981.

TRACK
From Page 6
4x400 meter relay team consisting of Jeanette Pettigrew, Saisha
Gailliard, Allison VVeimer, and
Heather Conger, who placed
third with a time of 3:58.77.
Andrea Pereira de Almeida
and Felicia lefferson each scored
fourth-place finishes with times
of 18:18.16 and 26.22 seconds in
the 5,000 meter run and the 200
meter dash, respectively.
BG coach Cami Wells thought
the team did well, considering
the strength of the field and the
meet heing the team's first of the
season.
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SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main I 419-353-8826
5 beds. 2 booths • appl. avillabhi

248 N Main 1419-354-1559
17 bads, 2 booths • no appt. mada*

Sale! - &o?*ys $30- Sale!
Standard Bads. 30 Cons^tta Dayf-ViMs Mwt Be 24;
NEW
EW*(CUSTOMERS
ONE TIME PURCHASE

1 WEEK FREE

**i pure**— of mneaid -nonih

2 wins 15*

■

i Tan for as low as |
$17 a month

LOTIONS

call tor details

40% OFF
EVERYDAY

lequifM - 'i mi
i XI' ■ .ji •

UP TO

107 Clay - $550 + $30 for utilities
125 Clay - Starting at $335
131 Clay - Starting at $340

Large 4 BR house. 149 Prospect St.
W/D hook up. close to campus, avail
Aug St 100/mo +util, 419-353-1556

1 Bdrm./Studios

Shamrock Storage
Winter Special - 25% oH
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG.com

419-354-0070
www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.

419-353-5800

v «*
Med $5.99
I Topping

HEINZSITE
Your Home, Away From Home

1 & 2 Bedrooms

♦ Close to Campus ♦
♦ Free High Speed Internet ♦
♦ Dishwashers ♦
♦ Garbage Disposals ♦
♦ Air Conditioning ♦
• Washers/Dryers in 2 Beds •
Leasing Office Located at:
1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

• IVYWOODAPTS.'

419-353-5800

M

\\ ink'l SIK\ i.il:
I irst Month I Rl 1-

•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available |

• 419-352-7691
EHO
cormorantco.com

«Q

w

m

Management Inc.

infotSmeccabQ.com
www.meccaba.com
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Come join the women of

pftPAJOHls
Better Ingredients.
Retter Pizza. ■

Alpha Chi Omega
for snacks, drinks and a good time!

«26SM=iiSl,lo«l~gGTr,i

419-353-PAPA

THE HEAT
904 E Wooster I 419- 352-3588
5 beds. 1 booth • closes! to campus

Office open 10-2, M-F
www.bgapartments.com

Price Reduced, Filth Street Apts
2BR. 2 bath, C/A. appliances,
shuttle stop across street, S450/mo
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638

226 E Merry-5812/mo,

2 BR unlurn, hall block from BGSU.
$400/mo incl. elec & gas. Dep. req.
Avail NOW. Call 419-601-3108.

"I was really pleased with
our first effort as a team this
season,'1 she said. "We really
stepped up to the level of competition; they didn't let that
intimidate them."
However, she recognized there
is room for improvement before
the team's next meet.
"We scored in the majority
of events, but we want to work
on the events we didn't score
in, continue to be consistent in
our efforts and not get down on
ourselves," Wells said.
BG continues its schedule
Friday with the lane Hermann
Invitational. The meet will be
held inside Perry Field House
beginning at 5 p.m.

Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC

www.bgviews.com

Bowling Green
^N Pregnancy^

.enter,

AH Utilities
Included/
Unit
_'< UffMT

•Fully Furnistiod
•Frig & Micro

' Pregnancy Tests

•77 channel cable TV

< Post Abortion Counseling

•Local Phone

< Pregnancy Support'

•Directly across from BGSU

i Material Assistance

•No contract needed
monthly

January 19, 20, 25 & 27
9:15- 10:15 p.m.
The Alpha Chi Omega House

Reliable information on all options

P/ejse allforan appointment
441 Frazee 419.3S4.4673

ot.h for Row

www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5), Frl (10-1)

429.352.5222

LMewlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

"please bring all of your friends!!!
\V> \\'_> \\<> W W' \\<> \\i' \\!' \\!> \\<> \\<>

• One bedroom apartments

• Close to downtown

.
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DAY OF SERVICE PHOTOS
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FAR LEFT: David Simon helps load a U-Haul
of goods collected for donation at the United
Christian Fellowship building at the corner of
Ridge and Thurstin streets
LEFT: Charles Dent helps carry an old couch
out of the UCF. Dent performed Monday
evening with the University Gospel Choir at a
special Martin Luther King Jr. Day banquet.
BELOW: Sophomore Corbin Pickett folds
boxes as her service contribution on Martin
Luther King Day at the UCF. The boxes would
later be filled with blankets to be donated.

Students serve,
celebrate MLK Day
Photos by Ryan Pirog | The BG News

ABOVE: Sorority sisters Brooke Lawrence
and Heather Dubbert carry a Christmas tree
stuffed into a box out to a U-Haul truck
Lawerence and Dubbert are both members
of Alpha Phi.
RIGHT: Kady Wolfe walks backwards
carrying one end of a table out of the UCF.

BOTTOM: Charles Dent and David Simon work together to lift a couch down the statrs of
the UCF yesterday afternoon.

Attend classes at Kent State.

Save time. Get ahead.
Move closer to
graduation.
Now is the time to make plans for summer! The summer
months are a great time to make progress toward your
educational goals. Catch up on credits or focus on a
difficult course to give you an edge on completing
your degree.
Earn up to 12 semester hours (18 quarter hours) at any
of Kent State's eight Northeast Ohio locations. Courses
listed on the Ohio Board of Regents Web site under
the Transfer Assurance Guides (TAG) or Ohio Transfer
Module are accepted at any Ohio public college or
university.
For more information, visit www.kent.edu. To speak with
an admissions counselor, call 800-988-KENT (5388).
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